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ON CLUSTERING PROBLEMS WITH CONNECTED 
OPTIMA IN EUCLIDEAN SPACES* 
Endre BOROSt and Peter L. HAMMER 
RUTCOR -Rutgers Center for Operations Research, Rutgers University, 
New Brunswick, N.J., U.S.A. 
Let X be a finite subset of a Euclidean space, and p be a real function defined on the pairs of 
points of X, expressing the “unsimilarity” of points. The problem is to find a partition 
P,, . , P, of X into p groups which maximizes the sum of unsimilarities of all those pairs of 
points which do not belong to the same group. 
It is shown here that for some typical unsimilarities p, there exists an optimal partition such 
that the intersection of P, with the convex hull of P, is empty for all i <j. In particular, it is 
shown that if X is on a sphere then the convex hulls of the groups of an optimal partition are 
pairwise disjoint. 
1. Introduction 
A typical problem in cluster analysis is the following: let X be a finite set of 
points in some Euclidean space, XC Rd, and let p :X x X+ R be a function 
defined on pairs of points, expressing their unsimilarity. (Sometimes p is defined 
only on a subset of X x X.) The problem is to find a partition X = S1 U S, U . . * U S, 
of the base set into p groups (p is fixed), such that some objective function 
WI, * . . ? S,) is minimized. 
The solution of such a problem is usually very difficult, however is some cases 
the optimal partition has special properties which make the optimization problem 
easier. One such case, studied in [l], consisted in the minimization of 
WI,. . . 7 Q=g 
( 
c x,..., 
X&Y, P)J P 
where g was a quasi-concave function, implying that 
convSinconvSj=Ofori#j 
at the optimum. (In this case the unsimilarity p has no influence on the problem.) 
This paper deals with another special case. 
Let n, d, p be fixed non-negative integers, X c Rd be a given n-elements set of 
points, p(x, y) be a given non-negative real function on pairs of points of X. For 
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any partition P = (PI, . . . , Pp) of X into p groups let 
h(P)= c c P(%Y), 
1sisp x,yeP, 
(1.1) 
and let us consider the problem of minimizing h(P) over all p-partitions of X. 
Introducing 
f(P)= c c c P(-GY), (1.2) 
we get an equivalent problem, consisting of the maximization of f(P) over all 
p-partitions of X. Let 0 denote the collection of optimal partitions, i.e. P E 0 iff 
f(P) is maximal. 
We shall say that a partition P = (PI, . . . , P,) is nested if 
Vj#iiS(conv~)=Oor&n(conv~)=0 (1.3) 
or equivalently, if the groups can be relabelled such that 
Vi < j: 4 n (conv e) = 0. (1.4) 
Such a labelled partition we shall call connected. 
In this paper we show that for some unsimilarity functions the optimum is 
always nested. 
We start with a more difficult case, when p is defined as the Euclidean distance, 
p(x, y) = Vm. In this case in Section 2 we prove the following. 
Theorem 1.1. Zf X c R and p(x, y) = Ix - y 1, then every optimal partition P E 0 is 
nested. 
We shall also show that this theorem does not hold in higher dimensions. We 
present an example in the plane for p = 2, where the unique optimal partition is 
not nested. 
The case when p is the square of the Euclidean distance will be shown to be 
much easier. In Section 3 we shall show that using this distance the optimal 
partitions are nested for any dimension. 
Theorem 1.2. If Xc Rd and the unsimilarity of points x, y E X is defined by 
p(x, y) = (x - y)“, then any P E 0 is nested. 
More precisely we show that if P E 0 is an optimal partition, P = (PI, . . . , P,), 
then each group can be separated from another one by a sphere. An immediate 
consequence of this is the following 
Theorem 1.3. Let XC Sd-’ be a finite set of points on the sphere in Rd, and let 
p(x, y) = (x - y)“. Then for any optimal partition P = (P,, . . . , Pp) the convex 
hulls conv PI, . , . , conv Pp are pairwise disjoint sets. 
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Before presenting the proofs we mention that if P = (PI, . . . , P,) is an optimal 
partition of a given set X, then obviously P’ = (8, 4) is also an optimal partition 
(into two groups) of X’ = Pi U Pi. This and the definition of nestedness implies 
that it is enough to consider the case p = 2 in the above theorems. 
2. Partition of points on the line 
To prove Theorem 1.1 we show it in case of p = 2, since the general case 
follows from this immediately. 
We need some additional notations and lemmas. 
A multiset X of real numbers means a finite set X = {x1, x2, . . . , x,} of reals, 
with non-negative real multiplicities, mx(x) assigned to the elements x E X. We 
say that x belongs to X, or x E X if mx(x) > 0. Another multiset S is called a 
subset of X, or S E X, if from x E S it follows that x E X and ms(x) < mx(x). We 
say that X is the union of S and T, X = S U T, if mx(x) = ms(x) + mT(x) for any 
x ES or x E T. If S s X, then its complement with respect to X, S = X\S, is 
defined on the same points as X, and m,(x) = m,(x) - m,(x) for x E X, where 
m&x) = 0 for x $ S, by definition. The cardinal@ of a multiset S, card S, is the 
number of points in S having positive multiplicities. The size of a multiset S, IS-I, 
is the sum of the multiplicities ms(x) of the elements of it, i.e. ISI = C,,sms(x). 
Let convS denote the interior of the convex hull of points of S with positive 
multiplicities, let c,~ be the weight center of S, i.e. cs = (l/lSl) Cxesms(x)x, and 
for given multisets E and F let 
f(K F) = 2 m&)m&) Ix -YI. (2.1) 
XEEJEF 
Finally let f(T) =f( T, T). 
First, we mention that if the sets 0 and 0 form an optimal partition, then they 
are not necessarily convex separable, as the following example shows. 
Example. Let x1 = -10, x2 = 0 and x3 = 10, X = {.x1, x2, x3} with mx(xi) = 1 for 
i = 1, 3, and mx(x2) = 3. Then clearly 0= {{xi, x3}, {x2}}, but conv{xi, x3} n 
{x2) =+ 0. 
The first lemma will help us to reduce the problem. 
Lemma 2.1. Let E, F be disjoint subsets of reals. Then 
= IE( . IFJ * IcE - cFI if conv E fl conv F = 0, 
f(EJ F)I 2 IEl - IFI . (cE - cFI if conv E n conv F #0. 
Proof. If card F = 1, e.g. F = {xi}, then the lemma is obvious, since cF =xi. It 
is also clear by the definitions that if E fl E’ = 0, then f(E, F) + f (E’, F) = 
f (E U E’, F). Thus, applying the lemma at first for the elements of F one by one, 
and then for the pair {c,}, F, we get the lemma. Cl 
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Next we show a very special case of Theorem 1.1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X = {x,, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6} be a given multiset of reals, x1 <x2 < 
xj<x4~%, x4cx6, and let A, B, C, D, E, F be the partition of X, given by 
A = {x1}, B = {x2}, C = {x3}, D = {x4}, E = {x5} and F = {x6}, where IAI, (BJ, 
ICI and )DI are positive, IElaO and IF(sO. Then T-AUCUE cannot 
maximize f. 
Proof. We shall show that f (A U C U E) is always less than the value off for one 
of the following seven sets; A U E, C U E, A U B U E, A U D U E, B U C U E, 
AUBUCUEandAUCUDUE. 
Introducing E1 =x2 -x1, Zj2 =x3 -x2, E3 =x4 - x3, Zj4 =x5 - x4, c5 =x6 -x4, 
and a = IAI, b = IBl, c = ICI, d = IDI, e = IEl and f = IFI, we have the following 
table for the values off on pairs of sets from {A, B, C, D, E, F}. 
f IA B c D E 
B a& 
c ac(5, + &I WT, 
D ad(5, + E2 + 53) W52 + t-3) cd& 
E aeC5, + 62 + h + CJ W5, + 53 + 5,) Cd& + t-4) de& 
F af (E1 + E2 + 53 + &) bf (& + G + 54 cf (5.7 + 6-5) df& f (6 F) 
The values off for the listed 8 sets can be expressed using the values on pairs 
of sets: 
f(A U E) = f (A B) +f (A C) +f (A, D) +f (A, F) +f (6 E) + 
f (C, E) +f (D, E) +f (6 F) 
f(CUE)= f (A C) +f (A, E) +f (B, C) +f (B, E) +f (C, D) + 
f(D, E)+f(C, F)+f(E, F) 
f(AUBUE)= f(A, B)+f(B, C)+f(C, E)+f(A, D)+f(& D)+ 
f (D, E) +f (A F) +f (6 F) +f (6 F) 
f(AUDUE)= f (A, B) +f (B, D) +f (B, E) +f (A, C) +f (C, D) + 
f(c,E)+f(A,F)+f(D,F)+f(E,F) 
f(BUCUE)= f (A B) +f (A, ‘3 +f(A, E) +f (B, D) +f (C D) + (2.2) 
f(D) E) +f(B, F) +f(C F) +fE F) 
f (A U B U C U E) = f (A D) +f (6 D) +f (C, D) +f (D, E) +f (A, F) + 
f(B, F) +f(c, F) +f(E> F) 
f(AUCUDUE)=f(A,B)+f(B,C)+f(B,D)+f(B,E)+f(A,F)+ 
f (C, F) +f (D, F) +f (E, F) 
f(AUCUE)= f(A,B)+f(B,C)+f(B,E)+f(A,D)+f(C,D)+ 
f (D, E) +f (A, F) +f (C, F) +f (E, F) 
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To prove the lemma, let us suppose indirectly that f(A U C U E) is the largest 
of the above values off. Using the positivity of E1, &, &, &,, & and a, b, c, d we 
show that the inequalities 
0 sf(A U C U E) -f(A U E) 
0 sf(A UCUE)-f(CUE) 
Osf(AUCUE)-f(AUBUE) 
Ocf(AUCUE)-f(AUDUE) 
O<f(AUCUE)-f(BUCUE) 
Osf(AUCUE)-f(AUBUCUE) 
Osf(AUCUE)-f(AUCUDUE) 
cannot hold at the same time. 
Using (2.2) and substituting the values from the table above, after simplifica- 
tions, we get the following system of inequalities: 
(i) 0 < -EIa - E2(a - b) + 53(d - e + f) - Le + E5f, 
(ii) 0~ c,(b -c + d -e +f) + &(-c + d -e +f) + &(d - e +f) - &+e + &f, 
(iii) 0 G ljla(b - c) - &[ac + b(d - e + f)] - &(b - c)(d - e + f) 
+ E& - c)e - Mb - c)f, 
(iv) 0 c -Eru(c - d) - ij2(u - b)(c - d) + i$J(u - b)d - c(e -f)] 
- Edc - d)e + MC - d)f, 
(v) 0 G -cIu(c - d + e -f)) - c2(u - b)(c - d + e -f) 
+ E& - b)(d - e +f) - E& - b)e + &(a - b)f, 
(vi) O~E1a + MC-d+e-f)- 54d-e+f)+E4e-E5f, 
(vii) 0 G Era + &(a - b) + ij3(u - b + c) + &,e - E5f. 
(2.3) 
For the sake of simplicity, a linear combination with the non-negative real 
coefficients (Y and /3 of the above inequalities, say of (i) and (ii) will simply be 
denoted by cu(i) + p(ii). Then, (i) + (vi) implies &(-a + b + c - d + e -f) a 0, 
and therefore 
u+d+fsb+c+e. (2.4) 
We distinguish between two cases, corresponding to the equality and strict 
inequality in (2.4), and in both cases we shall reach a contradiction. 
Case 1 
u+d+f <b+c+e. (2.5) 
Supposing a 2 b, by (a - b)(vi) + (v), we get E1u(u - b - c + d - e + f) a 0, in 
contradiction with (2.5); therefore b >a. But then, from (b - u)(ii) + (v) it 
follows that Elb(-u + b - c + d - e + f) 2 0, and therefore 
u+c+e=sb+d+f. (2.6) 
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Supposing d 3 c, by (d - c)(i) + (iv), it follows that &d(a - b - c + d - e +f) 2 
0, i.e. a +d +f 3 b + c + e in contradiction with (2.5). Therefore c > d is 
implied, and thus by (iv) + (c - d)(vii), it follows that c3c(u -b + c - d - 
e +f) 2 0, i.e. 
a+c+fsb+d+e. (2.7) 
Now, supposing b 2 c, (b - c)(i) + (iii) implies that E,b(-a + b - c - d + 
e -f) 3 0, i.e. b + e 2 a + d +f + c in contradiction to (2.7) and the positivity of 
d. Supposing c > b, (c - b)(vi) + (iii) implies that c2c(-u - b + c - d + e -f) 2 
0, i.e., c + e 2 a + b + d +f, in contradiction to (2.6) and the positivity of a. 
Case 2. 
u+d+f=b+c+e. (2.8) 
Supposing b 2 c, (b -c)(i) + (“‘) ’ pl m rm ies that E,b(-a + b - c - d + e -f) 2 0, 
i.e. b + e >a + d +f + c in contradiction to (2.8) and the positivity of c. 
Supposing c > b, (c - b)(vi) + ( iii ) im pl ies that &(--a - b + c - d + e -f) 2 0, 
i.e. c + e > a + b + d +f, in contradiction to (2.8) and the positivity of b. 
We reached a contradiction in all cases, thus (2.3) cannot be consistent, 
proving the lemma. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose that there is a partition (7’, p) E 0 which is not 
nested, i.e.for which 
convTtlTf0 and convF’nTf0. 
We may suppose that min T G min i? 
(2.9) 
Now searching the points of X from left to right, T and F can clearly be 
decomposed into pairwise disjoint subsets S,, . . . , Sk, such that 
lj Si=Xj 
i=l 
conv Si fl X\Si = 0, and (2.10) 
S, c 
T ifiisodd, 
T if i is even. 
Clearly, (2.9) forces that k 2 4. 
Lemma 2.1 can be applied, by (2.10), and a set Si can be substituted by a point 
cs, with multiplicity ISil, i = 1, . . . , k. Then defining xi = cs, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Xs = CT\(S,US~ and x6 = c.?.\(~U~4)? Lemma 2.2 applies for the multiset {x1, . . . , x6}, 
and implies that at least one of the sets T\S,, T\S1, (T U S,)\S,, (T U S,)\S,, 
(TUS,)\S,, Z-US,, or T U S, is better than T, in contradiction with the 
optimality of T. This contradiction shows that any partition {T, F} E 0 is 
nested. Cl 
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Next we show that the analogous results does not hold in higher dimensions. 
Consider the multiset of points on the plane given by their affine coordinates 
Point Coordinates Multiplicity 
X1 
X2 
x3 
X4 
X5 
X6 
X7 
X8 
-52 
X10 
(-20,O) 
PO, 0) 
(-20, 12) 
(0, 8) 
(20,12) 
(0,20) 
(0, 40) 
(R9) 
(20, 13) 
(60, 17) 
100 
100 
1 
1 
1 
100 
100 
1 
1 
1 
Now if X = {xi, . . . , xlo}, then an easy calculation shows that the unique 
partition into two groups of X is P = ({x1, . . . , x5}, {x6, . . . , x,,}). However, 
here x8 E conv{x,, x4, x5} and x5 E conv{x8, x9, xi”} showing that this partition is 
not nested. 
3. Partition of points of Rd 
To prove Theorem 
the general one. 
1.2 we shall examine only the case p = 2, since this implies 
Let us suppose that Xc Rd and p(x, y) = (x - y)” for any x, y E Rd. In this 
case for any (A, B) E 0 we have 
f(A)= c (~-b)~=jAl c b’+IBI 2 ~‘-2 (3.1) 
aeA.beB bcB ClEA 
where (a, b) denotes the scalar product of the vectors a and b. For any x E A we 
have 
f(A\{xl) <f(A) 
because of the optimality of A. But by easy calculations we have 
(3.2) 
f(A\{xI) =f@)+UAI - IW*+ (aTA a2- bTBb2) -2(x, (aTAu - bTBb)). 
(3.3) 
Thus, by (3.2) for every x E A we have 
)) 2 (aTA u2 - bTBb2) + WI - IBl)x2. (3.4) 
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Similarly for any y E B we get 
2y, Ca-Cb 
( ( UCA beB 
)) c (aTA a2 - & bz) + (IAl - IBl)y’. (3.5) 
Hence we have proved somewhat more than Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 3.1. Zf (A, B) E B and IAl # I BI then A and B are separated by the 
sphere 
c C~.A~~-&B~’ 
x- 
IAI - PI 
. (3.6) 
Zf IA I = I B I then they are separated by the hyperplane 
2x, xa-zb 
( ( CICA beB 
))=(c a’- c b’). 
ClEA beB 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is the following 
Corollary 3.2. Zf X is on a sphere, then for any (0, 0) E 6 we have 
conv 0 fl conv 0 = 0, 
i.e. the sets of an optimal partition of a sphere are convex separable. 
Corollary 3.2 clearly implies Theorem 1.3. 
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